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ADAMS 31 BUSH 17,696 PUNCH CARD ES&S ES&S PCOS 95 $256,834 Vote switch

ALLEN 16 BUSH 68,151 OPTICAL SCAN ES&S ES&S PCOS 366 $989,120 Vote switch

ASHLAND 49 BUSH 34,850  OPTICAL SCAN TRIAD     
ES&S Diebold DRE 187 $505,801

ASHTABULA 88 KERRY 62,926 PUNCH CARD TRIAD ES&S PCOS 338 $913,286
ATHENS 61 KERRY 45,103 PUNCH CARD ES&S 242 $654,609

AUGLAISE 15 BUSH WB 33,094 DRE ES&S 178 $480,315
Security;   

Vote switch; 
Tamper

BELMIONT 78 KERRY 44,231 PUNCH CARD ES&S 238 $641,954 Tamper - 
recount

BROWN 30 BUSH 28,922 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 155 $419,764 Vote switch

BUTLER 8 BUSH 238,022 PUNCH CARD ES&S 1,279 $3,454,570
unusual 
results;      

vote switch
CARROLL 81 BUSH 20,076 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 108 $291,376

CHAMPAIGN 25 BUSH 25,376 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 136 $368,299 Vote switch

CLARK 26 BUSH 89,721 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 482 $1,302,180 Tamper - 
recount

CLERMONT 10 BUSH 125,832 OPTICAL SCAN ES&S 676 $1,826,283 Vote switch

CLINTON 28 BUSH 25,092 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 135 $364,177 Vote switch
COLUMBIANA 

82 BUSH 78,536 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 422 $1,139,845

COSHOCTON 65 BUSH 22,679 Mixed and 
OPTICAL SCAN

TRIAD     
ES&S 122 $329,155 Security   

CRAWFORD 43 BUSH 29,591 OPTICAL SCAN ES&S 159 $429,474 Vote switch

CUYAHOGA 70 KERRY 1,005,807 PUNCH CARD ES&S 5,407 $14,597,938

unusual 
results; ballot 
misdesign; 
targeted 

misinforma-
tion; 

provisionals & 
registra-tions 

tossed

DARKE 6 BUSH 38,290 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 206 $555,728 Vote switch
DEFIANCE 2 BUSH 25,849 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 139 $375,164 Vote switch

DELAWARE 40 BUSH 100,676 PUNCH CARD ES&S 541 $1,461,177 Vote switch
ERIE 47 KERRY 55,517 OPTICAL SCAN ES&S 298 $805,755

FAIRFIELD 54 BUSH 91,498 PUNCH CARD ES&S 492 $1,327,971
vote switch; 

tamper-
recount

FAYETTE 35 BUSH 16,094 PUNCH CARD ES&S 87 $233,583
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FRANKLIN 38 KERRY 845,720 DRE DANAHER 
CONTROLS 4,546 $12,274,490

Vote switch; 
Security; 

Ballot 
misdesign; 

Machine 
shortages; 

Malfunction; 
Absentees 
rejected; 

Registrations 
tossed; 

Targeted 
misinforma-

tion

FULTON 19 BUSH 28,561 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 154 $414,525

GALLIA 59 BUSH 23,568 PUNCH CARD
TRIAD & 
unknown 

add'l vendor
127 $342,058

GEAUGA 86 BUSH 65,396 OPTICAL SCAN ES&S 352 $949,135 Vote switch

GREENE 27 BUSH 105,079 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 565 $1,525,081

Vote switch; 
Security-
recount; 
§149.43 
denied

GUERNSEY 74 BUSH 26,889 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 145 $390,258 Recount-
tamper

HAMILTON 9 BUSH 573,612 PUNCH CARD ES&S 3,083 $8,325,208

Vote switch; 
Malfunction; 
Shortages; 

Ballot 
misdesign; 

Provisionals 
tossed; 

Registrations 
tossed; 

Misinforma-
tion felons; 
Intimidation

HANCOCK 22 BUSH 49,617 OPTICAL SCAN ES&S 267 $720,124 Vote switch

HARDIN 23 BUSH 18,921 LEVER and/or 
OPTICAL SCAN

TRIAD     
DIEBOLD 102 $274,613

HARRISON 79 BUSH 11,475 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 62 $166,544 Recount-
tamper

HENRY 18 BUSH 19,685 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 106 $285,701
HIGHLAND 29 BUSH 28,243 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 152 $409,909 Vote switch

HOCKING 55 BUSH WB 18,209 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 98 $264,279 Recount-
tamper

HOLMES 66 BUSH 17,870 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 96 $259,359 Vote switch
HURON 48 BUSH 39,352 PUNCH CARD UNKNOWN 212 $571,141

JACKSON 57 BUSH 23,998 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 129 $348,299

JEFFERSON 80 KERRY 49,656 PUNCH CARD TRIAD     
ES&S 267 $720,690 registrations 

tossed
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KNOX 52 BUSH 36,972 DRE
TRIAD 

MICROVOT
E

199 $536,599

Security; 
machine 

shortages; 
unlikely 

registrations

LAKE 87 BUSH 160,196 DRE TRIAD 
SEQUOIA 861 $2,325,030

Security; 
Targeted 

misinforma-
tion

LAWRENCE 58 BUSH 41,524 PUNCH CARD ES&S 223 $602,665 Vote switch

LICKING 53 BUSH 111,387 PUNCH CARD ES&S 599 $1,616,633 vote switch; 
undervotes

LOGAN 24 BUSH 29,406 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 158 $426,789 vote switch

LORAIN 69 KERRY 196,601 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 1,057 $2,853,400 Recount-
tamper

LUCAS 20 KERRY WB 300,137 OPTICAL SCAN DIEBOLD 1,613 $4,356,086

burglary; 
machine 

shortages & 
malfunctions; 

Recount- 
tamper

MADISON 37 BUSH 23,183 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 125 $336,470 Vote switch

MAHONING 83 KERRY 194,903 DRE ES&S 1,048 $2,828,755

Software 
malfunction; 

machines 
jammed; 
Security;   

vote switch
MARION 41 BUSH 43,323 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 233 $628,775
MEDINA 68 BUSH 118,268 PUNCH CARD FIDLAR 636 $1,716,501 Vote switch
MEIGS 60 BUSH 15,205 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 82 $220,680

MERCER 5 BUSH 31,306 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 168 $454,365 vote switch; 
undervotes

MIAMI 13 BUSH 72,169 OPTICAL SCAN TRIAD     
ES&S 388 $1,047,436

overvotes; 
vote switch; 

unlikely 
turnout

MONROE 77 KERRY WB 10,350 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 56 $150,216 Recount-
tamper

MONTGOMERY 
12 KERRY WB 391,914 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 2,107 $5,688,105 Undervotes

MORGAN 62 BUSH 9,358 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 50 $135,819

MORROW 51 BUSH 24,248 PUNCH CARD
FIDLAR 

DOUBLEDA
Y

130 $351,927 Vote switch

MUSKINGUM 64 BUSH 51,552 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 277 $748,208 Recount-
tamper

NOBLE 75 BUSH 8,879 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 48 $128,867
OTTAWA 46 BUSH 30,334 OPTICAL SCAN ES&S 163 $440,257
PAULDING 3 BUSH 14,226 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 76 $206,471

PERRY 63 BUSH 23,480 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 126 $340,781
Overvotes; 

unusual 
registrations
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PICKAWAY 36 BUSH 30,045 DRE
TRIAD 

MICROVOT
E

162 $436,063

Vote switch; 
Security; 
Recount-
tamper 
§149.43 
denied

PIKE 33 BUSH 19,655 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 106 $285,266
PORTAGE 84 KERRY 1 109,565 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 589 $1,590,189

PREBLE 7 BUSH 28,137 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 151 $408,371 Vote switch
PUTNAM 17 BUSH 24,579 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 132 $356,731 Vote switch

RICHLAND 50 BUSH 91,311 PUNCH CARD ES&S 491 $1,325,257

ROSS 34 BUSH 43,463 DRE
TRIAD 

MICROVOT
E

234 $630,807 Security

SANDUSKY 45 BUSH 39,407 OPTICAL SCAN ES&S 212 $571,940 Overvotes

SCIOTO 32 BUSH 48,005 PUNCH CARD ES&S 258 $696,728
SENECA  44 BUSH 37,974 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 204 $551,142

SHELBY 14 BUSH 28,460 PUNCH CARD ES&S 153 $413,059

Vote Switch; 
Records 

discarded 
before 

recount

STARK 72 KERRY 1 267,939 PUNCH CARD ES&S 1,440 $3,888,775 Provisionals 
tossed

SUMMIT 71 KERRY 5 368,858 PUNCH CARD
TRIAD 
VOTING-

TECHNOLOG,
1,983 $5,353,479 Undervotes

TRUMBULL 85 KERRY 142,436 PUNCH CARD ES&S 766 $2,067,267 Overvotes
TUSCARAWAS 

73 BUSH 55,656 PUNCH CARD ES&S 299 $807,772

UNION 39 BUSH 30,200 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 162 $438,312
Vote switch; 

Recount 
tamper

VAN WERT 4 BUSH 21,100 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 113 $306,238 Vote switch
VINTON 56 BUSH 8,527 PUNCH CARD ES&S 46 $123,758

WARREN 11 BUSH 125,165 PUNCH CARD
TRIAD & 
unknown 

add'l vendor
673 $1,816,602

Secret vote 
count;        

Vote switch

WASHINGTON 
76 BUSH 40,889 OPTICAL SCAN ES&S 220 $593,449

WAYNE 67 BUSH 69,810 PUNCH CARD ES&S 375 $1,013,198
WILLIAMS 1 BUSH 26,722 PUNCH CARD ES&S 144 $387,834 vote switch

WOOD 21 BUSH 90,688 PUNCH CARD TRIAD 487 $1,316,215
WYANDOT 42 BUSH 15,834 PUNCH CARD TRIAD or 

Unknown 85 $229,809

7,972,826 42,857 $115,714,863
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2004 
Vendors:

Sources:

Key No. Each county is numbered on any of various maps titled "RAmap-OH 04 Cnty by Vendor" as continually amended. In 
the pdf version, the map follows the detail of EIRs.  (Amendments show fewer and fewer number of counties open to lobby 
efforts.)

Moss v Bush ("Moss v Bush") Ohio Supreme Court Case No. 04-2088; Cobb 12-23-04 motion in Federal court; Paul Harmon vs. 
Licking County (2005); John Conyers 1-5-05, Preserving Democracy: What Went Wrong in Ohio…, 6-10-05 "current" production 
of contracts, technology, 04 and 05 vendor selection, and other Public Records responses by counties and SoS. All data 
requested remains unproduced (60 days and counting) in violation of Ohio law. This spreadsheet supercedes previous versions 
since being updated with SoS-supplied info.

WB - whistleblower;   VPM - voters per machine;   FP - Free Press;    PCOS - Precinct Control Optical Scan.

Yellow background - It is believed every county experienced election problems so these "undecided" counties will 
be updated as info is verified.  Bolded-in-red counties have until Sep. 15 05 to select a voting system with HAVA 
money.

Prepared by Rady Ananda, J30 Coalition, Chair Research & Investigations, rev. June 25 05.

EIR Details 

Adams - vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1186) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket…" Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94

Allen  vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (2312) votes were deducted from the total number of votes actually 
cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket…" Moss v Bush, 
Claim 94

Belmont - Recount tampering - Cobb 12-04 motion in federal court

Auglaize (3)  1) Security: logic & accuracy tests not conducted on 11/2/04 before the vote began, therefore undetected, self-
deleting, operating instructions could have tampered the vote results. Moss v Bush, Claim 87; 2) "...due to error, fraud or 
mistake at least (3429) votes were deducted from the total number of votes actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added 
to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket…" Moss v Bush, Claim 94; 3) On 10/21/04 BOE Dep. Dir. tells of 
ES&S emp'ee accessing the main computer that creates the ballots and compiles election results. Whistleblower Deputy 
Director Ken Nuss (D) forced to resign; Director Jean Burklo fired.

Danaher Controls - Danaher Guadian, Diebold Election Systems, Election Systems & Software, Fidlar 
Doubleday, MicroVote General Corp., Sequoia Voting Systems, Inc., Triad Governmental Systems, or Triad GSI, 
Voting Technologies International
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Darke vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (3856) votes were deducted from the total number of votes actually 
cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v Bush, 
Claim 94

Clinton vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1756) votes were deducted from the total number of votes actually 
cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v Bush, 
Claim 94

Fairfield (2) 1) vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (2110) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94; 2) Security-recount:  illegal interference with machines. Cobb 12-04 motion in Federal Court.

Crawford vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1969) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94

Clark - Recount-tamper. Tabulating software illegally altered before recount. Conyers 1-5-05 What Went Wrong.

Clermont vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (11765) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94

Coschocton - Security: questionable ballot security procedures 12-23-04 Cobb motion in Federal court

Cuyahoga (5): 1) unusual vote results: Ward 4F (AfAm) 41% voted for Constitutional Party - 215 of 526 votes and in Ward 4N 
(AfAm) 32% voted  Libertarian - 163 of 502 votes (In 2000, combined total for 3d party for 4F & 4N was 8); Ward 8G (AfAm) 
Libertarian votes 51 vs 19 votes for Bush and in Ward 8I (AfAm) Constitutional Party votes 27 vs. 8 votes for Bush (In 2000, 
independent candidates received 9 votes from 8G and 8I.). 2) absentee ballot misdesign: arrows did not align with the correct 
punch hole. Moss v Bush claim 102. 3) Targeted misinformation. Dems told to go to wrong precinct. Moss v Bush Claim 103. 4) 
8,099 provisionals tossed, e.g. 33% in 04 vs 17% in 00. Moss v Bush Claim 101. 5) 10,000 registrations tossed. Moss v Bush 
Claim 99.  

Defiance vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1070) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94

Delaware vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (5354) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94

Brown vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (2221) votes were deducted from the total number of votes actually 
cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v Bush, 
Claim 94

Butler (2) 1) Unusual Vote Results: Dem candidate for State Supreme Court Chief Justice, C. Ellen Connally, received 59,532 
votes. In contrast, the Kerry-Edwards ticket received only 54,185 votes, 5,000 less than Connally. Also, the victorious Repub 
candidate, Thomas Moyer, received approximately 40,000 less votes than the Bush-Cheney ticket. Further, Connally received 
10,000 or more votes in excess of Kerry’s total number of votes in five counties, and 5,000 more votes in excess of Kerry’s total 
in ten others. Conyers' 12-4-04 letter to Blackwell. 2) vote switching - "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (23,392) votes 
were deducted from the total number of votes actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes 
actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket…" Moss v Bush, Claim 94

Champaign vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1165) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94
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Greene (3): 1) vote switch - "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (4855) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94. 2) Security-recount - ballots left loose on tables in an unlocked, unguarded building, open to manipulation and 
theft, prior to a recount. FP 12-18-04. 3) §149.43 denied. FP 12-18-04.

Hancock vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (2863) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94

Hamilton (8): 1) vote switch: "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (7886) votes were deducted from the total number of 
votes actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… 
Moss v Bush, Claim 94. 2) Malfunctions" ballots could not be fully inserted. Moss v Bush Claim 107. 3) Machine shortages - 
AfAms had higher vpm ratios than whites. Moss v Bush Claim 106. 4) absentee ballot misdesign - initially Kerry left off ballot. 
Moss v Bush Claim 107. 5) Provisionals tossed. Conyers 12-4 LT Blackwell. 6) Registrations tossed. FP 10-29-04. 7) 
Misinformation - felons told needed a Judge to sign order allowing them to vote. FP 10-29-04. 8) Intimidation: Republican 
precinct judges hassled voters about their address. Moss v Bush Claim 108.

Franklin (8): 1) vote switching Moss v Bush Claim 125. 2) Security: logic & accuracy tests not conducted on 11/2/04 before the 
vote began, therefore undetected, self-deleting, operating instructions could have tampered the vote results. Moss v Bush, 
Claim 87. 3) absentee ballot misdesign - arrows didn't align with correct punch holes. Moss v Bush Claim 104.; 4) Machine 
shortages - 39 never deployed and this info was withheld for 5½ weeks. AfAms had higher vpm ratios than whites. Moss v Bush 
Claim 105; 5) Machine malfunctions: Error messages generated by faulty cartridges despite being used on 11/2; discovered 
during recount. FP 12-18-05; 6) absentee voters suppressed: 1000s of students told to report to Columbus to verify legitimacy 
and Dems called challenging their legitimacy. FP 10-29-04; 7) Registrations tossed - felons. 3500 felons purges in 04 vs. usual 
purge of 200-300 per year. Non-felons purged. FP 10-29-04. 8) Targeted misinformation. Dems told to report to wrong precinct. 
Moss v Bush Claim 104.

Geauga vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (2269) votes were deducted from the total number of votes actually 
cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v Bush, 
Claim 94

Highland vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1845) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94

Hocking - Recount-tamper: Illegal interference with voting machines prior to the recount. Conyers 1-5-05 What Went Wrong & 
Cobb motion in federal court. Whistleblower Deputy Director Sherole Eaton (D) fired.

Holmes vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1221) votes were deducted from the total number of votes actually 
cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v Bush, 
Claim 94

Jefferson - Registrations tossed: irregularities in how challenged voters were notified their right to vote was lost; published in a 
nearly unreadable newspaper article. Moss v Bush Claim 109.

Harrison - Recount-tamper: Illegal interference with voting machines prior to the recount. Conyers 1-5-05 What Went Wrong & 
Cobb motion in federal court.

Guernsey - Recount-tamper: Illegal interference with voting machines prior to the recount. Conyers 1-5-05 What Went Wrong & 
Cobb motion in federal court.
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Knox (3) - 1) Security: logic & accuracy tests not conducted on 11/2/04 before the vote began, therefore undetected, self-
deleting, operating instructions could have tampered the vote results. Moss v Bush, Claim 87.  2) Machine shortages in AfAm 
precincts - AfAms had higher vpm ratios than whites. Moss v Bush Claim 106. 3) unlikely registrations - 186 people registered at 
a college address; this practice rejected voters who did so at liberal Kenyon College, but allowed to be valid these 186 
registrations at Mount Vernon Nazarene University

Mahoning (4) 1) Software malfunction: negative 25 million votes recorded for Kerry. Moss v. Bush Claim 114. 2) Malfunctions - 
12 machines jammed on 11/2. Moss v Bush Claim 116. 3) Security: logic & accuracy tests not conducted on 11/2/04 before the 
vote began, therefore undetected, self-deleting, operating instructions could have tampered the vote results. Moss v Bush, 
Claim 87. 4) vote switching reported by numerous voters. Conyers 12-4-04 LT Blackwell; Moss v Bush Claim 115.

Medina vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1954) votes were deducted from the total number of votes actually 
cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v Bush, 
Claim 94

Lake (2) - 1) Security: logic & accuracy tests not conducted on 11/2/04 before the vote began, therefore undetected, self-
deleting, operating instructions could have tampered the vote results. Moss v Bush, Claim 87.  2) Voters who registered thru 
Democratic & NAACP drives notified by mail on bogus BOE letterhead that they could not vote. Moss v Bush Claim 111.

Lawrence vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1320) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94

Licking (2)  vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (3043) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94; 2) Paul Harmon v. Licking County uncovered unusually high number of undervotes which cost him the election.

Logan vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1892) votes were deducted from the total number of votes actually 
cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v Bush, 
Claim 94

Lorain - Recount-tamper: Illegal interference with voting machines prior to the recount. Conyers 1-5-05 What Went Wrong & 

Mercer (2) 1) vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (3748) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94. 2) Undervotes: On one machine, 289 votes were cast, but only 51 presidential votes were cast. Countywide, 
there was a 7% undervote rate. Moss v Bush Claim 117. 

Lucas (4) 1) Burglary- Lucas County Dem Party office burgled. Among the data on the stolen computer of the party's office 
manager were: e-mails discussing campaign strategy, candidates' schedules, financial information, and phone numbers of party 
members, candidates, donors, and volunteers. Also taken were computers belonging to a Lucas County Commissioner and to a 
Texas attorney working with the Kerry/Edwards presidential campaign to ensure election security.  Toledo Blade 10-13-04. 2) 
Machine shortages in AfAm precincts - AfAms had higher vpm ratios than whites. Moss v Bush Claim 112.   3) Machines 
malfunctioned during testing. Moss v Bush Claim 112.  4) Recount-tamper Illegal interference with voting machines prior to the 
recount. Conyers 1-5-05 What Went Wrong & Cobb motion in federal court. Three of the four BOE members fired. FP 5-25-
05.

Madison vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1237) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94
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Morrow vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1034) votes were deducted from the total number of votes actually 
cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v Bush, 
Claim 94

Perry (2) - 1) Overvotes: Sign-in book for the Reading S precinct indicates that 360 voters cast ballots in that precinct and there 
were 33 absentee votes cast. The precinct officially reported 489 votes were cast. ALSO, some voters’ names have two ballot 
stub numbers listed next to their entries creating the appearance that voters were allowed to cast more than one ballot. ALSO, 
W Lexington G AB, 350 voters are registered yet 434 voters cast ballots. Perry County BOE claimed that, "due to a computer 
error," some votes were counted twice. Analysis shows that virtually every ballot was counted twice. ALSO, Precinct AAV, 266 
voters signed in yet the BOE reported 393 votes were cast in that precinct, an overage of 133 votes. Conyers 12-4-04 LT 
Blackwell.  2) 91% voter registration, yet most have never voted and have no signature on file. Of these, 3,100 voters registered 
in Perry County on November 8, 1977. There was no federal election in 1977. Conyers 12-4-04 LT Blackwell.

Muskingum - Security: logic & accuracy tests not conducted on 11/2/04 before the vote began. Moss v Bush Claim 87

Miami (3) 1) Overvotes: 19,000 new ballots were added after all precincts reported, boosting President Bush’s vote count to 
33,039, or 65.77%, while Senator Kerry’s vote percentage stayed exactly the same to three one-hundredths of a percentage 
point at 33.92%. Conyers 12-4-04 LT Blackwell. 2) vote switch: "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (4597) votes were 
deducted from the total number of votes actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually 
cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket…" Moss v Bush Claim 94. 3) Unlikely turnout: In the Concord Southwest Precinct, voter turnout 
was 98.55% and in the Concord South Precinct, voter turnout was 94.27%. Moss v Bush Claim 118.

Monroe - Illegal interference with voting machines; the 3% hand recount didn't match the election results so the recount was 
suspended and the machine was swapped by Triad. Whistleblower Perry Apelbaum. Cobb motion in federal court.

Montgomery - undervotes: Of 284,650, 5693 didn't vote for president:  168 of 611 votes cast in Washington Twp, 27.5%, record 
turnout, but no vote for president. The percentages of undervotes were significantly higher in the 231 precincts that wound up 
voting for Kerry (2.8%) than did the 354 that wound up voting for Bush (1.6%). Moss v Bush Claim 119. Whistleblower Shirley 
Wightman, 40-yr pollworker.

Pickaway (3) 1) Security: logic & accuracy tests not conducted on 11/2/04 before the vote began, therefore undetected, self-
deleting, operating instructions could have tampered the vote results. Moss v Bush, Claim 87. 2) Vote switch: "...due to error, 
fraud or mistake at least (1352) votes were deducted from the total number of votes actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket 
and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v Bush, Claim 94. 3) §149.43 denied during 
canvassing period after the vote.

Preble vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1575) votes were deducted from the total number of votes actually 
cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v Bush, 
Claim 94

Putnam vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (2709) votes were deducted from the total number of votes actually 
cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v Bush, 
Claim 94

Richland vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1689) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94

Ross - Security: logic & accuracy tests not conducted on 11/2/04 before the vote began, therefore undetected, self-deleting, 
operating instructions could have tampered the vote results. Moss v Bush, Claim 87.

Sandusky - Overvotes: Clyde precinct had 131% voter turnout, 2600 votes counted twice when disc inserted twice into the 
tabulator. Moss v Bush Claim 120. ALSO, 9 other precincts some votes were counted twice. Moss v Bush Claim 121. 
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Stark - Provisionals tossed: if cast in the wrong precinct (violates HAVA and past practices). Moss v Bush Claim 122.

Summit - Undervotes: 5,037 regular ballots uncounted per Dr. R.H. Phillips' analysis

Warren (2) - Secret Vote Count: ballots counted in secret per "FBI order to lockdown" Moss v Bush Claim 124. 2) vote switch 
"...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (12,750) votes were deducted from the total number of votes actually cast for the Kerry-
Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v Bush, Claim 94.

Williams vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1389) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94

Trumble - Overvotes: 106 of 274 precincts had an average of 5.5 Fraudulent Absentee Ballots cast- lacking notation in 
absentee logbook; if this trend prevailed in Ohio's 11,366 precincts - 62,513 overvotes cast. Moss v Bush Claim 83. ALSO, voter 
showed up to find someone had already signed into the poll book in her name - both ballots were allowed to be cast. Moss v 
Bush Claim 123.  BOE Director Norma Williams resigned after complying with SoS directive to keep the poll books from 
public view. FP 5-25-05.

Union (2) - 1) vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (2240) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94. 2) Recount-tamper: Illegal interference with voting machines prior to the recount. Conyers 1-5-05 What Went 
Wrong & Cobb motion in federal court. 

Van Wert vote switch "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (1750) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94

Shelby (2) - 1) Vote switch: "...due to error, fraud or mistake at least (3853) votes were deducted from the total number of votes 
actually cast for the Kerry-Edwards ticket and added to the number of votes actually cast for the Bush-Cheney ticket… Moss v 
Bush, Claim 94 2) Records tossed before Recount: The BOE admitted, through a public records request, that data critical to a 
meaningful recount had been discarded, possibly illegally. FP 12-18-04.
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